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Abstract
This paper is an examination of the ways in 'which the mobile poor are
represented in late medieval and early modem literature, The discussion focuses
primarily on the B-text of William Langland's Vision ofPiers Plowman (circa 1377) and
William Shakespeare's Winter's Tale (circa 1610), with other literary works and
legislation of the period providing background and context for these two works. It is my
contention that both Langland and Shakespeare engage and perpetuate a system of
representations of the mobile poor that promotes a socioeconomic hierarchy in which a
geographically fixed, subservient lower class provides its labor at the behest of a
privileged upper class, Fears about "masterless" men-those who do not conform to this
hierarchical system-abound in both works. and are, significantly, couched in similar
rhetoric. In both texts, itinerant laborers, unchecked because of increased mobility, come
to embody the figure of the "Wastour" and present serious threats to the social and moral
welfare of the community, These "wastours" are prone to spread vice wherever they go.
and they complicate the community's ability to assess true need in an effort to distribute
charity. Though they are critical at times of the ruling class, both Langland and
Shakespeare favor the upper class and espouse similar systems of communal control in an
effort to guard against the dangers represented by the anonymous. mobile poor. As I
hope to show in this paper. their focus on the removal of anonymity by fixing the mobile
poor lrithil1 a commll11ity is \'Cry much in keeping with contemporaneous legislation. In
the end. the ideal. morallaborcr for both authors is the onc who patiently abidcs his
povcrty and labors according to thc dcmands of the uppcr class.
/Introduction
The colorful figure of Autolycus in William Shakespeare's Winter's Tale was not
simply created in the vacuum of the playwright's creative genius. Autolycus is rather the
product of a developed system of representations for the mobile poor that took shape over
the course of several centuries. Shakespeare's peddler-thief is one of the rank and file
itinerant poor who, beginning in the Middle Ages, were often portrayed as harbingers of
chaos, spreading vice and threatening to overturn the established social and economic
orders for their own personal gain. Members of this "masterless" lower class were
frequently depicted as thieves, vagrants and feigning beggars who lived as a law unto
themselves, and as such they both reflected and perpetuated the anxieties of community
leaders surrounding "disorderly" elements of the population. As we shall sec,
Shakespeare's vagabond Autolycus, far from being a distinct and unique character, is a
conflation of what had become by the Elizabethan period well-established, pejorative
conceptions of the wandering poor.
To illustrate this continuum of representations of the mobile lower class I will be
examining two works of literature. separated by over two hundred years' time, which
nevertheless betray similar fears about the potential for disorder embodied in the lower
class and which function to rcinforcc an cstablished hicrarchical ordcr. Thc discussion
will focus primarily on thc B-tcxt of William Langland's Vision ofPiers Plowman
(composed around 1377) and William Shakcspeare' s Willle,.·s Tale (first perfonned
around 1610). Howc\'cr. I will also sur;cy contemporaneous lcgislation and litcrary
works in order to demonstrate the ways in which the authors both rcflect and cngagc the
discourses of their day surrounding issues of order. the working class. and charity for the
"'--- ,
poor. We will find that although both works contain aspects that may be described as
critical of the upper class, Langland and Shakespeare by and large seem to advocate
socioeconomic systems in which a subservient and obedient lower class provides for the
needs of the community at the behest of a privileged upper class. Both poets censure
members of the laboring class who do not provide their services as the authorities
mandate but choose rather to realize a living as they themselves see fit, to the supposed
detriment of the broader community. At times of potential instability in the workforce,
when fears abound of workers experiencing greater mobility and prospective anonymity,
Langland and Shakespeare, we shall see, favor the stability of communal accountability
and the order of a working class which embraces its lowly status and engages in
"appropriate" forms of labor.
I. The Changing Face of Labor Following the Black Death
In the latter half of fourteenth-century England, laborers and employers alike
found themselves in unfamiliar territory. In the years following the outbreak of the Black
Death in 1348, an estimated quarter to a third of the population succumbed to the fatal
disease. Drastically reduced numbers in the work force created an equally drastic shift in
the status of laborers and prompted a reevaluation of their new role in society. \Vorkers
realized that as a result of the labor shortage they occupied a position of greatly increased
bargaining power. and many began dictating of their 0\\"11 authority the terms by which
they would offer their services. For instance. London otllcials recorded in July of 1349
that "William de Osprengc. Ralph atte Hoke. John Chaumpeneys. William de Berge\"(~ny.
John dc la ~laneys. ~lartin Ie ~lynour ofHolbom and othcr bakcrs' scn'ants wcrc
"\
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indicted for forming a conspiracy among themselves that they would not work for their
masters except at double or treble the wages formerly given" before the onslaught of the
plague (Thomas, I 225). Similar charges were leveled against cordwainers' servants,
who had allegedly entered "into a conspiracy not to serve them (i.e., their masters) except
by the day and on their own terms-which was in contravention of the masters' right to
rule the trade" (Thomas, I 231). This final editorial comment-that the servants' actions
contravened "the masters' right to rule the trade"-is especially telling, because it reveals
how authorities understood these laborers' attempts to gain increased autonomy.
Laborers' efforts represented a challenge to the authority of the community's leaders and
jeopardized the social and economic order by endeavoring to \VTest the control of market
practices from their superiors. Moreover, the condition that they be hired "by the day,"
and thus not be bound for longer tem1S of employment, betrays a readiness to increase
mobility in looking elsewhere for more lucrative employment, furthering what was to
those in power, at least, a dangerous independence. Their actions represented
lawlessness, prompting one official to describe similar endeavors by a group of brewers
as "being in contempt of the King and to the damage of the people" (Thomas, I 235).
These trends were deeply disturbing to the authorities. who envisioned chaos if
laborers were pennitted to be. in essence. their own masters. Lawmakers attempted to
maintain the order established prior to the outbreak of the plague with an (ineffective)
ordinance issued in June of 1349 freezing wages and prices. and in 1351 they framed the
much more detailed "Statute of Labourers" (25 Edw. III. s. 2. cc. 1-7). In the face of
changing relations between employers and employees. the "Statute of Labourers" sought
to clearly define the roles of laborers and their obligations to the community. We find in
the Statute the outrage of the ruling class
against the malice of servants who...completely disregard the said ordinance in the
interests of their own ease and greed and...withhold their service to great men and
others unless they have liveries and wages twice or three times as great as those
they used to take...to the serious damage of the great men and impoverishment of
all members of the said commons. (Dobson, 64)
The limitations that follow are set forth, ostensibly, for the good of the commons.
Workers are to be "hired to serve by the entire year. ..and not by the day" and "are to
bring their tools openly in their hands to the market towns; and there they are to be hired
in a public and not in a secret place" (Dobson, 64-5). Laborers are not to sell goods and
services "connected with their mystery otherwise than they did" five years previously
(Dobson, 66), and all workers are likewise to "receive the liveries and wages
accustomed" in that year (Dobson, 64).
Obviously, an attempt is made to limit the bargaining power of laborers whose
services are more valuable now that there are fewer of them. But the legislation also
seeks to pigeonhole laborers in an effort to maintain communal controls. They are to be
hired by the year. not by the day, effecting consistency not only in the place of work but
also in the place of residence for at least a year. Similarly, they are to carry their tools.
the signs of their trade, openly to the markets. where they are not penn itted to engage in
furtive negotiations or to participate in a role not connected to their craft. I Decisive
measures are taken to establish the worker in a specific occupation in a specific
I For a detailed discussion of how the Statute of 1351 "codified unprecedented levels of
worker visibility ... (and) made workers' physical bodies more available for scrutiny than
they were in preplague years." see Robertson. 14-15.
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community, in a place where he is known and, therefore, accountable to the ideals of the
community as they are determined by its leaders.
The restraints enacted in the Statute reveal serious concerns about the physical
mobility of the laborer. Wycliffite views on pilgrimages, applicable to questions of
mobility, in general, at this time, reflect the established, dominant belief in the
importance of communal restraints in maintaining geographically fixed and thus lawful
living: "men pat may not haunt hore leccherie at home as pei wolden, for drede of lordis,
of maystris, and for clamour of ne3eboris, pei ...go out of pe cuntrey in pilgrimage to fer
ymagis, and lyuen in pe goinge in leccherye, in gloterie, in drunkenesse, and mayntenen
falsnesse ..." (Hudson, 86). A stationary worker who is permitted to participate in only
one occupation and who is under the scrutiny of the public to prevent unfair market
practices and other sins would be essentially forced by the community in which he
resides to exhibit the principles of the "ideal," subservient laborer. On the other hand, a
laborer who may sell his goods (including his labor) to strangers in a non-prescribed
manner at an unspecified price has the greater potential of playing the cheating merchant
and, again, cultivating lechery, gluttony and other sins.
It was during this period of increased anxiety about the mobile poor that William
Langland composed The Vision o/Piers Plowman (late 1370's). Langland examines the
changing textures of the social fabric of his day, with issues surrounding labor and the
emerging market economy occupying pivotal positions in many of his discussions. In
Piers PIOll'll1an, couched within the allegorical context of Will the Dreamer's quest for
truth. the reader is confronted with one of the most comprehensive social critiques of this
period of change and crisis. The concerns and views about a mobile. lower class
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expressed in the Statute find new voice and deeper dimensions in his verse, but as we
shall see, Langland by and large supports the system of order which the framers of the
"Statute of Labourers" sought to reinforce.
II. The Ideal of the Patient Laborer and the Threat of the "Wastour"
Perhaps the most authoritative figure in Langland's allegory, aside from Christ, is
Piers the Plowman, a simple laborer who represents the ideal life which the Dreamer
seeks, for only Piers knows the way to Truthe. Piers the Plowman is the embodiment of
the consummate worker, and the very production in which he takes part seems to
constitute physical, social and spiritual service: "I dyke and I delve, I do that he hoteth. /
Som tyme I sowe and som tyme I thresshe, / In taillours craft, in tynkeris craft, what
Truthe kan devyse, / I weve and I wynde and do what Truthe hoteth" (Piers B,V 545-8).
Piers and, by extension, all laborers are commanded by Truthe to toil for the good of the
community, and they will have their "hire" of Truthe, the "presteste paiere that povere
men knoweth" (Piers B, V 551). In making the laborers the hired hands of Truthe here.
Langland equates holiness with productive labor.
David Aers argues that Piers. by tearing up the pardon he later receives from
Truthe and vowing to cease sowing. subsequently "invokes Jesus' own denunciation of
any fonn of work ethic" (Aers. 54). a retreat which he claims is sustained throughout the
rest of the poem. Yet when we see Piers again in Passus XVI. he is hoeing and weeding
around the tree of Pacience which produces the fruits of charity. He has. in fact. retumed
to his role as the holy laborer. and once again the lines between physical. social and
spiritual labor hayc becomc blurrcd. Piers' physical labor eOccts spiritual fruit for the
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good of the community, as his hoeing and weeding contribute to the successful
production of the fruits of charity. The physical act enables spiritual and social acts, and
physical labor that benefits the community is, as a result, a spiritual and social service in
itself. Indeed, Langland consistently presents the connection between productive,
physical labor and its benefits to the larger community as one of the primary
characteristics of godly and, therefore, "acceptable" labor. We find in the Prologue, for
example, Langland's depiction of the ideal laborer's contribution within the approved
order: "The Commune contreved ofKynde Wit craftes, / And for profit ofal the peple
plowmen ordeyned / To tilie and to travaille as trewe lif asketh" (Piers B, Prol. 118-20,
emphasis added). The "trewe lif' of a laborer is to labor for the good of all, and workers
are "ordeyned" for this very purpose.
The emphasis on social order and the promotion of the welfare of the community
as defining characteristics of acceptable labor are revisited by Langland in his later
revisions of the poem as presented in the C-text. Resoun, for example, in determining the
suitability of Will the Dreamer's labor, inquires of Will whether he reaps or drives swine
(among other tasks) or does "eny other kynes craft pat to pe comune nedeth, / That pou
betere therby pat byleue the fynden" (Piers C. V 20-1). Resoun wants to know.
essentially. if Will is strengthening the community by contributing to the provision of its
needs. WiIr s attempt to justify his lifestyle as an itinerant cleric in minor orders is
telling. for he seeks to highlight the ways in which his efforts do indeed benefit the
broader community and uphold the social order. He first makes a claim for his
contributions to the members of the community. in creating yerse (cf. I. 5) and in praying
for those who support him (cf. II. 48 and 84-5). Next. he tries to demonstrate that his
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lifestyle is not an "impoverishment" of the commons (to use the language of the Statute)
because he is not a self-indulgent glutton-he begs "withoute bagge or botel but (his)
wombe one" (I. 52). Finally, Will attempts to place himself outside the categories of
those who by nature ought to contribute their physical labor:
Hit bycometh for clerkes Crist for to serue
And knaues vncrounede to carte and to worche ...
Bondemen and bastardus and beggares children,
Thyse bylongeth to labory, and lordes kyn to serue
God and good men, as here degre asketh ...
(Piers C, V 61-2, 65-7)
Will's arguments, however, do not convince Conscience that Will's living is licit or
anything other than mere begging (cf. I. 90), and Will repents. Will, it seems, must learn
to pattern his life after the apostles, exemplars of faithful living, portrayed by Anima as
productive members of the working class: "Poul, after his prechyng, paniers he made, /
And wan with hise hondes that his wombe neded. / Peter fisshed for his foode, and his
felawe Andrew: / Som thei solde and som thei soden, and so thei lyved bothe" (Piers B,
XV 290-3). Once again, the apostles, like Piers, engage in physical, productive labor,
which then enables the performance of the spiritual acts of teaching and charity.
Crucial here to our understanding of the worker's virtue is the patience he exhibits
in his lowly state within this productive order. According to Anima, the apostles
patterned their lives after Christ. who "suffrede in ensample that we sholde suffren also. !
And seide to swiche that suffre wolde that Pacie11les \'incun(' (Piers B. XV 266-7).
Later. in the poet's discussion of the gifts of grace. Langland goes on to describe the
hannonious communal living of the primitive Church: "And some he lered to laboure on
land and all watre. / And lyye by that labour-a lele life and a trewe. ! And some he
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taughte to tilie, do dyche and to thecche, / To wynne with hir liflode bi loore of his
techynge" (Piers B, XIX 237-40). We see here once again an idealization of the laborer,
and the very modifier Langland attaches to the word "labour" elevates the worker to a
degree unparalleled in the other vocational descriptions given in the rest of the passage.
Laboring is a "1e1e life and a trewe," a gift of the Spirit, who, Langland continues, also
"forbad hem (ie., workers) al1e debat" (Piers B, XIX 252). They are to work in providing
for the needs of their neighbors and bear their load meekly, a fact supported by the
downfal1 of this ideal community which commences, significantly, when Pride and
Presumption appear. Thus, we see in Piers Plowman the divine sanction of a system in
which the lower class labors patiently for the good of the commons, free from self-
seeking presumption, including attempting to dictate employment conditions as the
cordwainers' servants had done.
The ideal of the patient, virtuous laborer is similarly utilized by pro-Wycliffite
authors inspired by Langland's plowman. In Pierce the Ploughman's Crede, for
example, after questioning friars from the four orders in his quest to find one who can
teach him the basics of Christian belief, the narrator encounters Peres, "the pore man, the
plowe-man" (Crede, 473). However, unlike the plowman in Langland's work, whose
authority is derived primarily from his sanctified role as a laborer for Truthe, this
plO\\ll1an'S virtue rcsides solely in his general povcrty and meek status as an
unacknowledged worker. Peres is a Wycliffite "true priest" who is able teach the narrator
his Credc when the friars cannot. and in his treatise on the lifestyle which the friars
should pursue-his lifestyle-he reveals the key to the authority he possesses which they
do not: "Thei schulden dcluen and diggen and dongen the erthe. ! And mene-mong com
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bred to her mete fongen, / And wortes flechles wroughte and water to drinken, / And
werchen and wolward gon as we wrecches vsen" (Crede, 785-8, emphasis added). It is
the poor laborer's humble production which is shown to endow him with grace.
Peres is, in fact, far poorer than the plowman in Langland's work. The pilgrim
describes his first vision of the plowman: "I seigh a sely man me my opon the plow
hongen. / His cote was of a cloute that cary was y-called, / His hod was full of holes and
his heer oute" (Crede, 421-3). The lengthy descriptions of his humble appearance that
follow, his difficult working conditions and the impoverished existence of his three
children and his wife, who must go "barfote on the bare ijs that the blod" flows (Crede,
436), attempt to show this Peres not as a mere element of an allegorical dream vision of
the sort that his counterpart in Langland's work is, but rather, as an actuality. Crede's
Peres, it would seem, is at once the archetype and the reality,2 both inspiring and
reflecting the lower class.
That the picture of labor exemplified by Peres was not necessarily the norm in the
changing marketplace of the latter half of the fourteenth century, however, is obvious,
and both Langland and the author of Pierce the Ploughman 's Crede evidence conflicted
views of the nature of the laboring class. in spite of the apparent idealization of their title
characters. Langland' s coneems about "the malice of servants who ... (live) in the
interests of their 0\\11 ease and greed and ... withhold their service." to use the language of
the Statute once again. are evident as early as the Prologue. There we are first introduced
2 Christina \'on Nolcken also views the figure of Peres as both "concrete guide" (93) and
representative "of the archetypal Church ofChrisC (94). She asserts that Wycliftite
authors "seek to superimpose the archetypal on the temporal" (88) and thus invite the
"reader to try to peer through the temporal to the archetypar' truths of God (92).
II
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to the "wastours" who waste through gluttony what others have produced (Piers B, Pro!'
22), to unproductive laborers who live in "sory sleuthe" (Pro!. 45) and are "Iothe ... to
swynke" (Pro!. 55), and to wandering beggars who feign illness and indulge in sin (cf.
Pro!. 29-30,40-44). Langland articulates his concerns about these members of the
laboring class who do not live licitly especially clearly in Passus VI, the so-called
"plowing of the half acre." The plowing begins with the sort of harmony ascribed to the
early Church, and the workers embody the ideal so well that "therwith was Perkyn
apayed and preised hem fast" (Piers B, VI 108). But the process of production is soon
disrupted by the "wastours" who cease laboring, choosing rather to sing and drink ale.
These wasters damage communal bonds by wasting "that men wynnen with travaille and
with tene" (Piers B, VI 133), and they present further threats to the community and its
economy by feigning illness and by living in lechery, deceitfulness and sloth. The
wasters even threaten Piers and oppose the Knight, the agent of law, who is powerless
•
against them. Only when the wasters must drive away Hunger, or suffer further
degradation and brutal physical punishment at his hands, are the "blynde and
bedreden...bootned a thousand" (Piers B, VI 191). and they begin once again to diligently
fulfill their obligations as producers.
That thousands are miraculously able to work when confronted with hunger
reveals one of the primary assumptions underlying this episode. namely that large
numbers of workers. ifnot the majority. are consciously choosillR not to live out the ideal
.. • ... l..
of the two plO\\ll1en as outlined aboye. As the passus progresses. Langland continues his
less than tlattering portrayal of these "wasters," whom Aers accurately identifies as those
who indeed labor and participate in the market economy. but fail to do so according to
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the standards and tempo 'ofthe manorial system (cf. Aers, 40). They are very similar to
the conspiring bakers' and cordwainers' servants recorded in London's plea and
memoranda rolls who attempted to contravene the "rights" of their superiors. Piers'
concern with how he "myghte amaistren hem and make hem to werche" (Piers B, VI
211) betrays continuing fears of workers who are allegedly scheming, lazy and undaunted
unless hunger compels them to work in fear of starvation. Langland further characterizes
his wasters as prone to excess, given to sloth and possessed by rather impatient desires to
wa~er about and to demand exorbitant wages. In this scene, the wasters are clearly in a
position to make demands, because while they refuse to work, Piers lacks helpers and
complains as a result his "plowgh liggeth" idle (Piers B, VI 163). It is just such a
worker, in a position of increased bargaining power, who could demand to be hired by
the day for double or treble his former wages, as the servants in London had done. In
direct contradiction to the ideal, but very much like the workers of whom the writers of
the Statute complain, the wasting worker is dissatisfied with his station as set forth by the
ruling class. Langland writes:
And tho wolde Wastour noght werche, but wandren aboute ...
And but if he be heighIiche hyred, ellis wole he chide-
And that he was werkmen \\Toght warie the tyme.
Ayeins Catons counseiI comseth he to jangle:
Paupertatis onus padenter ferre memento.
He greveth hym ageyn God and gruccheth ageyn Reson.
And thann corseth he the Kyng and aI his Counseil after
Swiche lawes to 10k. laborers to greve.3
(Piers B. VI 301. 311-16)
\. lC Iawes" would includc. of coursc. thc "Statutc of Labourers:' which attempted
to addrcss seigniorial concerns about laborers who dcmanded to higher wages and whose
mobility presented a threat to thc manorial system.
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This indictment of laborers who grieve both God and reason appears just prior to
Will's apocalyptic warning of the destruction that will visit the community should the
wasters fail to embrace the ideals and laws of the ruling hierarchy: 'lAc I warne yow
werkmen-wynneth whil ye mowe, / For Hunger hiderward hasteth hym faste! / He shal
awake thorugh water, wastours to chaste, / Er fyve yer be fulfilled swich famyn shal
aryse" (Piers B, VI 319-22). The warning is backed by the promise of God's vengeance
through famine and underscores the correctness of.a status quo in which labor provides
its services at the behest of the manorial employer,4 Once again, despite the tone of
dissent elsewhere in the poem, with calls for religious refonn and sharp critiques of a
frequently uncharitable upper class, Langland by and large supports the manorial system,
especially with regard to labor,s
This scene reveals very real concerns about the possibility of changes in the role
of laborers as they attempt to detennine their own conditions of employment. Langland
struggles throughout the remainder of the poem with the very questions which he raises
here. How can one best detennine true need and act charitably with so many "wasters"
about? How should one treat the "wasters" who. after all, are still his "blody bretheren"
(Piers B, VI 207)? How can workers be motivated to achieve the moral ideals of Piers
4 Hunger demonstrates an allegiance to this perspective as well. and cites biblical
passages such as Genesis 3: 19 and Proverbs 20:4 to aver the "correctness" of his views.
See Piers B. VI 230-52.
5 This is not meant to imply that Langland's poem is simply an attempt to reproduce
existing social systems without reservations. Rather. Langland promotes an idealizcd
hierarchy in which Christian love and justice would be cvident at all levels. Reson. for
instancc, counscls "thc Kyng his commune to 100'Yc" and asks "the Pope (to) have pitc on
Holy Chirchc" (Piers B, V 48 and 50). The point herc is that within this hierarchy, the
subser.. ient role of laborers is reinforced. as wc sce when Piers promiscs to "swynkc and
swctc and sowc... ! And othere labours do" out of love for the knight (Piers B. VI 25-6).
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the Plowman, whose labor is at once physical and spiritual? How does mobility among
laborers affect the fabric of community? What is the proper role of laborers in the
emerging market economy? How does one deal best with those are dissatisfied with this
role?
We have already seen that the "Statute of Labourers" attempted to address these
very issues by limiting the laborer's mobility and placing him under the normalizing
scrutiny of an established community. A worker with a fixed residence, it was assumed,
who is permitted to engage in only one occupation and who is kept under the scrutiny of
his neighbors to prevent unfair market practices and other sins would be essentially
constrained by those around him to exhibit the patient ideals of an ideal worker like Piers
the Plowman. An itinerant laborer, on the other hand, who may sell his goods (including
his labor) to strangers in an unapproved manner at an unspecified price, represents a
greater risk to the community, because he has the opportunity to play the cheating
merchant. Laborers and merchants are, in fact, often linked together in Piers Plowman, a
connection noted by Aers in the "plowing of the half acre scene" (cf. Aers, 48). This
connection is strengthened later in Haukyn the Actif Man, who not only plies his wares.
but also works in the fields (cf. Piers B. XIII 371-375), and it is clear that both laborers
and artificers/merchants were in a position to manipulate the market economy if granted
mobility and the power afforded them by the high demand for labor and goods. which
were in short supply following the pestilence.(, It is not surprising then that the manner in
which artisans could conduct the selling of their goods is also limited under the Statute.
(, Records of London in 1349 are filled with examples of laborer-merchant types who
attempted to take adyantage of market conditions fayorable to them. Charged. for
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The Statute, however, was largely ineffective because its targets did not always
relinquish their mobility and bargaining power. The legislators' fears that workers might
"flee from one county to another because of this ordinance" (Dobson, 68) or continue to
demand higher wages were apparently well-founded, as reflected both in the enactment
of more petitions and laws over the next thirty years and in cases of those who did not
adhere to the conditions set forth in the law. Official records of the period cite numerous
examples of those who violated the ordinances of the Statute, such as "Alice, wife of
John Redhed... (who) renounced (her) service and worked outside the town in order to get
higher wages" (Dobson, 70), and "William atte Merre of Morrow...(who) being able of
body and below the age of sixty years, not living by trade or practising any specific
mystery or having his own land about the tilling of which he (could) occupy himseIr'
(Dobson, 71) refused to serve under the conditions of the ordinance.
William's case, in which he is described as "able of body," recalls the Wastour
who simply refuses to work according to the demands of Piers, the knight and "the
statute," but as Rubin and Aers show in their discussions of the "Commons' Petition
against Vagrants" (1376), it also indicates a transformation of the language normally used
in attacks on mendicancy to apply "to mobile labourers who use market relations in ways
which are not in the interests of the seigneurial class. ecclesiastic or lay" (Aers, 30).
Through the language of the petition. mobile. able-bodied workers become more than
instance. were "Roger de Codyngton, John Phippe. William Aleger. Thomas de
Caldecote and other curriers (corigiatores) for selling leather at a higher price than
fonnerly. by charging 3s 6d for a side of cowhide. as against the usual price of 2s" and
"Thomas Dcrle. cordwainer.... for selling a pair of shoes for Sd to Isabella. widow of
Richard de Rothyng. contrary to the proclamation" (Thomas. I 229-30).
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Langland's "wastours"-they are transformed into "vagrants," "staff strikers," "beggars"
and "strong thieves." Notice the progression:
labourers, artificers and other servants...have continued subtly and by great malice
aforethought, to escape the penalty of the said ordinances and statutes. As soon as
their masters accuse them of bad service, or wish to pay them for their labour
according to the form of the statutes, they take flight and suddenly leave their
employment and district...If such vagrant servants be outlawed at the suit of any
party, the suitor receives no profit and the fugitives no penalty or punishment
because they cannot be found ...And let it be known to the king and his parliament
that many of the said wandering labourers have become mendicant beggars in
order to lead an idle life; and they usually go away from their own districts into
cities, boroughs and other good towns to beg, although they are able-bodied and
might well ease the commons by living on their labour and services, if they are
willing to serve. Many of them become "staffstrikers" and lead an idle life,
commonly robbing poor people in simple villages, by two, three or four together,
so that their malice is very hard to bear. The majority of the said servants
generally become strong thieves, increasing their robberies and felonies every day
on all sides, to the destruction of the kingdom.
(Dobson, 73-74, emphasis added)
Once again, the claim is made that mobility and the anonymity which it provides
allow for widespread lawlessness and mass deception. In this imaginary, the bonds of
community are maliciously broken by wandering laborers who, according to the
petitioners, live off the labor of the hardworking, ideal pIO\vmen-types, and the numbers
of the lawless vagrants are multiplying and becoming the "majority." Piers' solution to
this situation. as we have seen. which "bootned a thousand:' was to engage the services
ofl-lunger. and this. in addition to imprisonment. is also the solution proffered by the
petitioners: "Therefore let it please our said lord king and his parliament...to forbid ...any
sustenance and alms to be given to such false mendicants and beggars who are able to
serve and work. to the great profit and ease of the said commons" (Dobson. 74),
The question is. of course. how can one differentiate those who are "able to sen'e"
from those who are physically unable to work (due to genuine illness or injury) if they are
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new to the community, wandering about the country as they please? I would argue that
Langland's response to this question, as reflected in the revisions of the C-text, largely
supports the initiatives taken by the creators of the Statute and the Petition. Most
significant is the removal ofSt. Gregory's advice on indiscriminate giving and the
'-J
ensuing discussion found in the B-text, which absolves the giver should the beggar be
unworthy and thus encourages the giving of alms to anyone who asks, including those
merely passing through town. Instead, the C-text offers the following formulation:
"Catoun acordeth therwith: Cui des, vide/a. / Woet no man, as y wene, who is worthy to
haue; / Ac pat most neden aren our neyhebores" (Piers C, IX 69-71). The implication of
the revision is that one should give to one's neighbors who have need. That is, the
recipients of aid are to be established members of the community, those who are known
by their neighbors to be truly needy. They are no/ wandering vagrants, about whom
Langland writes: "Reche 3e neuer, 3e riche, thouh suche 101lares7 sterue. / For aile pat
haen here hele and here ye-syhte / And lymes to labory with, and lollares lyfvsen, /
Lyuen a3en goddes lawe and pe lore ofholi churche" (Piers C, IX 101-4). And they are
certainly not the feigning "wastours" of the half-acre scene who "feyned hem
blynde... (or) leide hir legges aliry" (Piers B, VI 121-2). Langland's language seems to
parallel the establishment's censure of those who are "able of body" but do not work.
Langland makes the law of the Statute, in essence, the law of God and the Church and
7 As Derck Pearsall points out. "Iollarc means 'loller, idler, vagabond', but during the
14th c. the word is confuscd, pcrhaps delibcrately, with a ncw borrowing, lollard (from
Dutch... ), which is uscd to rcfcr pejoratively to the followers of Wyclif' (Piers C. n. V
2). That Langland cmploys the tcnn "Iollarc" hcrc as a spccific rcfcrcncc to Wyclitlitcs
sccms to mc unlikely. It sccms morc plausiblc that he is refcrring herc to ablc-bodicd
vagrants who rcfusc to labor productivcly.
IS
distances himself from vagrants, beggars and wasters who refuse to labor as the
authorities see fit. 8
In Piers Plowman, and in both the Statute and the Petition, the lines delineating
issues of mobile laborers, vagrants, beggars, wasters, dishonest merchants and thieves
become blurred. These mobile elements always represent a threat to the ideal community
of the Plowman described at the start of the "plowing of the half acre." They are the
mobile manipulators of the market economy, to the detriment of the commons. The
figure of Coveitise, for instance, appears "as a bondeman of his bacon...bidraveled"
(Piers B, V 191) and confesses his dishonest practices in both producing and selling his
wares at fairs from "Wy to Wynchestre" (Piers B, V 201). He steals by means of
deceptive market practices, but he also admits to simply rifling through the bags of his
fellow travelers. The mere fact that this character is the embodiment of"covetousness"
betrays Langland's views of mobile laborers and merchants. 9
Haukyn the Actif Man likewise conflates the evils of mobility in the marketplace
as outlined in the "Petition against Vagrants." Will, Pacience and Conscience meet
Haukyn simply wandering about. He is a wafer-seller who, like Coveitise, admits to
8 Langland's stance here reflects morc the position of Hunger (and the seigniorial class)
in Passus VI. Hcre. Hunger quotes a biblical provcrb supporting discriminate giving:
"Piger pro frigore no fccld wolde tilie-- I And therfore he shal begge and bidde, and no
man bcte his hungcr" (Piers B. VI 235-6).
9 It should be noted that Langland docs. in fact. allow for hOliest merchants to makc a
profit in thc burgeoning markct economy. He cmphasizcs. however. thc nccd for fair and
godly markct practices in rcalizing a profit (Piers B. VII 18-22) and insists that thc
"wynnyngcs" should bc uscd in charitablc acts. to "amende mesondicux thcrwith and
myscisc folkc hclpc" and to help scholars. the poor. thc Church and thc commonwealth in
gcneral (VII 23-36). Profiting through dcccption and hoarding or misusing rcsources arc
soundly condcmncd.
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sinning against his neighbors in his deceptive business dealings and to committing theft
outright:
(He) awaited thorugh wittes wyes to bigile,
And menged his marchaundise and made a good moustre:
"The worste withinne was-a greet wit I let it!
And if my neghebore hadde an hyne, or any beest ellis,
More profitable than myn, manye sleightes I made
How I myghte have it - al my wit was caste;
And but I it hadde by oother wey, at the laste I stale it,
Or pryveliche his purs shook, unpikede hise lokes...
And whoso cheped my chaffare, chiden I wolde
But he profrede to paie a peny or tweyne
Moore than it was worth, and yet walde I swere
That it coste me much moore-swoor manye othes."
(Piers B, XIII 361-8 and 380-3)
Haukyn's misdeeds are especially despicable, for in addition to cheating those in London
who "liketh wei (his) wafres, / And lauren whan thei lakken hem" (Piers B, XIII 264-5),
Haukyn abuses even his closest neighbors in the course of his dealings:
If I yede to the plowgh, I pynched so narwe
That a foot land or a forow fecchen I walde
Of my nexte neghebore, nymen of his erthe;
And if I rope, overreche, or yaf hem reed that ropen
To seise to me with hir sikel that I ne sew nevere.
(Piers B, XIII 371-5)
Haukyn is more than a vagrant, laborer. thief and merchant, though. Langland
ascribes to him first and foremost the title of "mynstral" (Piers B, XIII 222). a particular
variety of vagrant especially loathed by the poet. Minstrels and jesters throughout Piers
are agents of the devil: "flateris and fools am thc fendes disciples / To cntice men
thorugh hir tales to synne and harlotric" (Piers B. XIII 430-1). Minstrcls and jesters. as
seen in thc poem. roam about abusing the gift of languagc to win and wastc what others
have produced. In thc cnd they perfonn much thc samc role as the ablc-bodied beggars.
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depriving the truly needy, whom Langland labels "Goddes minstrales" (Piers B, XIII
440). Langland thus expands our conceptualization of mobile threats to his ideal society,
going beyond the language of the Petition to classify minstrels and jesters, too, as
hazardous vagrants. 10
It is significant that Haukyn's contrition comes only when he accepts Pacience's
teaching of patient poverty. At the conclusion of Passus XIV, Haukyn recognizes his
selfish ambition, despises his dishonest gain and self-promotion and reaffirms the sanctity
of his direct antithesis-the patient laborer Piers the Plowman-by bemoaning his own
unworthiness:
(He) wepte water with hise eighen and weyled the tyme
That evere he dide dede that deere God displesed-
Swouned and sobbed and siked ful ofte
That evere he hadde lond or lordshipe, lasse other moore...
"I were noght worthi, woot God," quod Haukyn, "to werien any clothes,
Ne neither sherte ne shoon, save for shame one
To cover my careyne..."
(Piers B, XIV 324-7 and 329-31)
Haukyn's sin, it would seem, lies in more than just how he accumulates wealth;
the mere fact that he attempts to accumulate wealth for his own usc, to advance beyond
his established and accepted role of laborer/wafer-seller (which, we should note, he has
apparently succeeded in doing!) is portrayed here as detrimental to both the individual
and the community. Both Haukyn and Coveitise illustrate the perceivcd pcrils, madc all
thc morc potcnt by mobility, which vagrants. beggars, laborers, mcrchants. thievcs and,
included now, minstrels prescnt to the stability of social and cconomic systems.
10 As wc shall scc latcr, sixteenth-ccntury legislation explicitly labeled minstrels (among
other occupations) as hazardous vagrants. Sec, for instance, 14 Elizabeth. c. 5, ratified in
1572 (Ta\\lley, II 329) and 39 Elizabeth, c. 4, enacted in 1597 (Ta\\lley, II 355).
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It is important to remember the "acceptable" role of the laborer within the order
that Langland perceives to be threatened by these mobile elements. Langland does not
glorify the laborer per .'Ie; only the poor, submissive, patient laborer, antithetical to the
"wastour," is preferred by Langland. The laborer, as we have seen, is to work in his
lowly state to provide for the physical needs of the community, and this is, in essence, his
spiritual calling as well. While Langland may chastise the upper class and exhort it to be
more charitable, kings, knights and the upper echelon are still overwhelmingly privileged.
In Langland's vision of the ideal society, the two estates would work together
harmoniously, with the laboring class, on one side, obediently providing services as the
nobility has need, and with the nobility distributing equity more evenly and caring for the
poor. As we have seen, Will the Dreamer makes the claim that:
Hit bycometh for clerkes Crist for to serue
And knaues vncrounede to carte and to worche ...
Bondemen and bastardus and beggares children,
Thyse bylongeth to labory, and lordes kyn to serue
God and good men, as here degre asketh ...
(Piers C, V 61-2, 65-7)
Langland is not singular in his support of this ideology. This view of the
subservient role of the lower class underlies both the Statute and the Petition, and it
enjoyed the favor even of otherwise "radical" groups. The Wycliffites, for example.
likewise espoused this social hierarchy we find in Piers Plowman and continued the
tradition of privileging the upper class by affinning its ultimate authority over the lower
class. We read. for instance. in the Tracfaflls de Rcgiblls:
Po (noble) part of po chirche is muche praysid in Goddis lawe. as kyngis and
dukis and nobulmen and knpttis ...Crist chese to be bome when po empirer
florischid moste: Criste chese to be worschipid and susteyned by thre kyngus:
Crist payed taliage to po emperour: Crist tamt to pay to po emperoure pat was his:
Crist ches to be biried solemply ofkny3ttis, and he commyttid his chirch to
gouernaile of knY3ttes. And herfore techis Petur pat cristen men schulden be
suget in mekenes to aBe maner of men, as to kyngus as passynge bifore oper men,
and to dukus as next vnder kyngis...And Poule, pat lerned his witte in heuen,
byfore oper biddis euery meke man in soule be sogett to knY3ttus .. .if pou be a
gode man, pou schuldest be praysed of hem, and if pou be a schrewe, drede pou
of God and hem. And perfore he pat a3eynestondus iuste powere of knyttus,
a3eynestondis God to his owne dampnacion.
(Hudson, 128-9)
We see here the same threat of God's divine judgment for non-compliance that is
set forth in the apocalyptic vision at the end of the "plowing of the half acre," along with
a similar promise of reward held out in the same episode to those who are "meke,"
"sogett," and "gode" workers. However in this excerpt, the apostles appear not as the
laborers we have seen before, but as knights, since Christ "commyttid his chirch to
gouernaile of' the apostles. In a subtle way, even the valuc and holincss of appropriate
labor has bccn diminishcd by this Wycliffite author, while the requirement to patiently
accept the status quo remains.
Yet thc rhetoric cmployed by thc Wycliffites goes beyond merely privileging thc
very creators ofthc "Statute of Labourers" and the "Petition against Vagrants." Even in a
Wycliffitc work seemingly dedicated to the virtuous laborer as the embodiment of the
"true priest," there appears the following image of workcrs. and, once again. their lack of
"gracc" as we have applied it to the nobility is emphasized by Peres himself:
Now mot ieh soutere his sone setten to sehole.
And ieh a bcggcrs bral on thc bookc lcrne.
. .. So that of that bcggers bral a bychop schal worthen.
Among the peres ofthc lond presc to sittcn.
And lordes sones lowly to tho losels aloute.
And his syre a soutere y-suled in grees.
His teeth \\'ith toylinge of lether tatered as a sawe ...
., .They schulden maken bichopes her owen brethren children,
Other of some gentil blod and so best it semed...
(Crede, 744-5, 748-53, 756-7)
On the one hand, we see Peres and his family, meekly laboring, living out the
lives of "true priests" who possess spiritual wisdom. Yet in his own words, Peres
espouses the ethos of the upper class and denies any upward mobility to both his own
children and other members of the lower class. Indeed, this is a large component of the
ideal he represents-he himself is patient in his poverty and embraces his lower status.
Instead of the ideal, patient plowman, the rich nobles receive preferential treatment and
real authority, in both spiritual and temporal matters. Moreover, the language used in this
description of the commons, by highlighting the physical effects (or defects) of a life
spent in hard labor, privileges even more the nobility who do not engage in physical
work. Laborers here are vilified and locked into the role of "the ruled," while the nobles
are given secular and religious authority. Thus, in the end, in spite of the rhetoric used to
idealize members of the working class, they are fixed in the very same submissive,
immobile role which the "Statute of Labourers" sought to reinforce.
Langland's work, then, along with that of the Wycliffites, sanctions a divinely
appointed order in which laborers provide for the physical needs of the community as the
authorities deem appropriate. The patient, virtuous laborer accepts a subservient role
and embraces his social status below the graced and favored upper class. The authors \\'e
have examined resist clcments of disorder. especially masterless "wastours" who. unlike
the virtuous laborcrs. represent a law unto thcmselves. These roguc clements. in the eyes
of Langland and othcrs. arc detrimental to the community because they attempt to
manipulate conditions for their 0\\11 benclit and because they are prone to spread vice if
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unchecked. Langland, like the writers of the Statute and the Petition, exhibits an intense
anxiety about identifying and controlling those "wastours" who do not confonn to the
mandates of the seigniorial class, and he advocates tight-knit, Christian communities of
non-itinerant workers so that one is accountable to one's neighbors as well as the
authorities.
III. Developing Issues of Vagabondage
Demographic, economic, and political conditions gradually shifted between 1350
and the early 1600s, but the anxiety surrounding issues of a mobile lower class remained.
Questions of who was deserving of charity (and how it should be dispensed) and
concerns about potential threats presented to the community by migrant workers, false
merchants and lazy thieves continued to manifest themselves in both legislation and
literature during the three hundred years following the writing of The Vision ofPiers
Plowman. Vagrancy and "idleness" among the lower classes remained deeply troubling
to community leaders, but this was no longer the byproduct of a labor shortage and
labor's resulting strong bargaining position, as it had been in the latter half of the
fourteenth century. By about 1500 the population had more than recovered from the
devastation of the Black Plague. and the number of laborers had increased to such an
extent that unemployment mounted as the workforce outgrew the available work (Beier.
9. 18-20). This growing population of unemployed. "masterless" men continued to
signify the potential for disorder and dishannony within the community (Beier. 4. 104:
~k Intosh. 12). Mcintosh notes that according to local legal records of the period. "worry
about (the crimes of) ... giYing hospitality to Yagabonds ... (and) refusing to
labor... mounted after 1460 and continued to rise right through the end of Elizabeth's
reign" (McIntosh, 11).
Once again, those in power sought to restrict the movements of the lower classes
in an effort to maintain order and accountability in the face of growing vagabondage. For
instance, "An Acte Agaynst Vacabounds and Beggers" (11 Henry VII. c. 2), passed in
1495, calls for local authorities to "make due serch and take or cause to be taken all suche
vagaboundes idell and suspecte persones lyvyng suspeciously, and theym so taken to
sette in stokkes, ther to remayne by the space of iij daies and iij nyghtes and ther to have
noon other sustenaunce but brede and water" (Tawney, II 298). After the "mysdoers" are
so punished, they are to be expelled from the town, presumably to return "home" where
anonymity is removed and where communal controls can thus be more effective. In fact,
in keeping with the fourteenth-century responses to vagrancy already examined, this act
and ones like it that were to follow place heavy emphasis on local regulation and
highlight the difficulties of maintaining order when itinerant unknowns are present in the
community. The subsequent section of the act of 1495, for example, attempts to
proscribe abuses of mendicancy by regulating the areas in which those who sincerely are
nol able of body can seek succor:
And also it is ordeyned by the seid auctorite that allmaner of beggers not
able to warke, within yj wekis next after proclamacion made of this acte, gae rest
and abide in his hundred where he last dwelled. or ther where he is best knowen
or born. ther to remayne or abide without begging out of the said Hundred. upon
payne to be pynyshed ...
(Ta\\lley. II 299)
The underlying assumptions again are that detennining and addressing true need within a
community are most successful when those inyolyed are not outsiders. and that able-
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bodied laborers will indeed work if they are hungry and are refused alms. Both Beier and
McIntosh observe a broad trend within legal proceedings of the period whereby the local,
law-abiding poor are largely left undisturbed, but they remark that "where itinerant
paupers are concerned the evidence suggests considerable unease in relations between
them and the public" (Beier, 119; also McIntosh, 13, 19, 83). Members of some local
communities took action to ensure the number of itinerants was kept to a minimum, as
jurors in Omberseley did by instructing constables in 1496 "to see that outside and
suspicious wandering beggars are not permitted to remain (there)" (McIntosh, 91).
Simply offering hospitality to such outsiders, an act made unlawful as early as 1388, was
widely regarded as dangerous to the community, as indicated by a charge leveled in 1508
against Andrew Taylor also Laurance of Maidenhead, who allegedly kept "bad rule in
giving hospitality to vagabonds, to the great ham1 of the neighborhood" (McIntosh, 76).11
Over the course of the next 150 years, conditions worsened for laborers, and
vagrancy increased as a result. Beier describes the period between 1560 and 1640
especially as a "disastrous century marked by rising population, rents and food prices,
and declining real wages" (Beier, 16). Vagrancy arrests during this period increased
II The idea of limiting personal acts of charity was not limited to local leaders. Issued in
1536. the "Beggars Act" (27 Henry VIII., C. 25) called for the placement of "boxes" in
every city. to\\11. and parish for the collection of alms for the sustenance of the poor.
while decreeing "that no manner of person or persons shall make or cause to be made any
such common or open doles. or shall give any ready money in alms. otherwise than to the
common boxes...(the act is designed) to the intent the same may be employed towards the
relieving of the said poor. needy. sick. sore. and indigent persons. and also towards the
setting in work of the said sturdy and idle vagabonds and valiant beggars:' (Sources. 314)
Of course. the mere fact that la\\lnakers felt compelled to regulate alms-giving
indicates that there were indeed members of the community practicing indiscriminate
charity. contrary to statutes beginning in 1388 which rendered such giving illegal. The
1caders of Norwich tenned such giving "foolyshe pittie" (Ta\\11ey. 11318).
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twelvefold (Beier, 40), though problems with wandering laborers were clearly evident
well before that time. Sixteenth-century officials persisted in attempts to maintain order
by restricting the movements of the lower class much as officials had done in the
fourteenth century. 12 The Justices of the Peace in Buckinghamshire, for example,
directed in 1561 that "no single man be suffred to worke by the daye, weke, or moneth,
but to be hyred with a master by the yere" (Tawney, III 336). In addition these officials
stipulated "that no laborer departt out of the towne to wurke, one lesse hyt be by the
Lycens of the governour of the Laborours of the same towne" and "that no laborer do
shyfte his dwelling or departt out of hys hundryth, without Declaracion of some
reasonable cause to the next Justice of the peace, and ther to receyve lycense, And yf eny
do other wyse departte ...(officials will) punisshe hym in example of others.,,13 Likewise,
outward signs of social status are to be maintained, just as we have seen previously in the
requirement that laborers carry the tools of their trade openly in their hands: "(T)he same
governour shall not suffer eny husbandman, nor eny servand at husbandrye, or Laborer,
to wear eny clothe in his garmentts but of meane and lowe price. And the same not
l
Jagged nor Cutte. neyther eny Ruffed shyrtte.'·14 Evident here once again are attempts to
12 Robertson argues that "the medieval labor statutes ... became the basic template for
subsequent early modern paradigms of regulation and punishment for idleness"
(Robertson. 187).
13 The requirement of a "lycens" here is by no means new. A 1388 statute regulating
servants. laborcrs. mendicants and vagrants implementcd a revolutionary system of
"letters testimonial"-internal passports limiting and tracking the movements of laborers.
scholars. bcegars and members of religious orders. See 11 Richard II. c. 3-9.
14 Sumptua~'-Iaws were enacted througllOut the period in an cfTort to prcvcnt upward
social mobility. In his discussion of the "fetishism of dress:' Stephen Grcenblatt opines
that "what can be said. thought. felt. in this culturc secms dceply dependent on the clothes
one wcars" (Grcenblatt. 57). Esscntially. controlling who could "'car what (and thus
think what) attcmpted to reinforcc the social order.
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limit mobility and to subject the laborer to public scrutiny in an effort to maintain
communal controls. Furthermore, lest anyone forget the manner in which labor is to be
used properly, these orders are to be "Red and publysshed in every parysshe churche ones
in every monethe, vppon a sondaye or holydaye" (334).
The "Statute of Artificers" (5 Eliz., c. 4) issued in 1563 has similar conditions and
terms, but this statute attaches a proviso that any laborer taken without a "Certificate or
Testymonyall," similar to the "Iycense" mentioned above, is "to be whipped and used as
a vagabunde" (Tawney, III 341), rendering crystal clear the notion that members of the
lower class who do not provide their labor as prescribed are vagrants, rogues, and thus
threats to the community. Lawmakers implementing these measures employed rhetoric
akin to that used in the fourteenth century, insisting that the laws and punishments were
necessary to avert "Rewyn and greate distresse" (Tawney, III 356) and that "by the not
observing of this good lawe, it cometh to passe, that such great store of Roges,
vagaboundes, and theives rise grow and increase in the common wealthe as dailye
dothe..." (359).15 In fact, several years earlier a new institution, the bridewell, had been
created for the "reform" of those who were able of body but who, to the alleged detriment
of the commonwealth, did not labor as they ought. The \\Titers of the suit for the
founding of Bridewell. the first of these "refonn" houses. claimed in 1552 that at a timc
when "beggary and thievery did abound ... (they) evidently pcrccivcd that thc causc of all
15 In discussing thc rhctoric uscd in thcsc laws. I do not mcan to imply that thcrc was not
a largc numbcr of mastcrlcss mcn. Apparcntly. cvcn thc quccn was not isolatcd from
vicwing thc cfTccts ofthc social and cconomic conditions ofhcr day. William Flcctwood
\\TOtC in 1582. "... uppon Thursday at c\·cn. hcr ~Iajcstic in hcr Coochc. ncrc Islyngton.
taking of thc aicr. hcr Highncs was cm·ironcd with a nosmbcr of Roogcs" (Ta\\11cy. II
335).
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this misery and beggary was idleness: and the mean and remedy to cure the same must
be by its contrary, which is labour...the mean to reform beggary is to fall to work"
(Tawney, II 307). Here they claimed those unable to find employment otherwise, as well
as "the forward, strong and sturdy vagabond may be compelled to live profitably to the
commonwealth,,16 by producing goods for use in the community.
The association made here in the Bridewell suit between "beggary" and
"thievery" is no accident. It is a reflection of the increasingly widespread fears discussed
above that able-bodied beggars abused charity, in essence stealing from those who
labored appropriately, and as we have already seen, the mobile poor were generally
considered to proliferate vice and theft. 17 Concerns about which individuals were worthy
of charity and which were not worthy were as prevalent in the sixteenth century as they
had been in the late fourteenth century. Efforts made to punish those who were not using
their labor in an approved manner were coupled with endeavors to regulate charity for the
worthy poor (McIntosh, 11). The City of Norwich, for instance, approved orders
for the better provision of the poore, the ponishement of vacabondes, the settinge
on worke of loyterers and other idle parsons, thexpulcinge of stronge beggers. the
16 Robertson makes a distinction between the terms "common profit" (used most often in
medieval legislation) and "commonwealth" (employed primarily in early modem
statutes). The medieval phrase, she claims. implies "a divinely sanctioned. mutually
obligatory estates model of work:' while the early modem tenn denotes "a bureaucratic.
irreciprocal model of occupation that served the commonwealth" (Robertson, 10).
However true this semantic argument may be. though. I view both ternlS as rhetorical
elements deployed in a discourse designed to privilege a "ruling" class. be it the
king/queen and lords of the "commonwealth" or the broader group of landO\\llers during
the medicval period. with little notion of "reciprocity" in cither case.
Ii For an analysis of perceived abuses of charity. see Beier. 4-7. Beier points out that
"Henry VIII personally amended a provision in the Bishop's Book (1537) regarding
charity to exclude persons living 'by the graft of begging slothfully',"
See 7\lcIntosh. 76-81. for a discussion of sixteenth-century fears about the sinful
living of the itinerant poor.
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mayntayninge the indigente and nedie, and the practizinge of youthe to be trayned
in worke, in learninge and in the feare of God, so as no parson shoulde have neede
to goe abegginge nor be suffred to begge within the seyde cittye ...
(Tawney, II 316)
The orders go on to ban begging, to forbid the giving of alms at one's door, and to outline
plans for relieving the needy, setting the able-bodied to work and punishing those who
refuse to labor. The rationale given for these measures highlights the prevalent
perception of the mobile poor-itinerants are a ubiquitous, feigning, drunken, gluttonous,
unholy lot whose anonymity facilitates the circumvention of traditional communal
controls. According to the leaders of Norwich, these wanderers
wente dayely abroade from dore to dore counterfeattinge a kinde ofworke but
indeede dyd verie lyttle or none at all.
And for that they were soffred and nourished at everie mans dore withoute
inqueriinge from wheare they came, they encreased to such noombre as the
strangers beggars (onelye) surcharged the cittie above cc poundes by yere.
Moreover those that daielie wente abowt pretendinge to satisfye their
hunger, were not onelye contented to take at mens doores that suffized them, but
being overgorged they caste foorthe the reste into the streete, so that they might
be followed by the sight thereof in pottage, breade, meate, and drinke which they
spoiled verie voluptuouslye...
... the victualling houses were stuffed with players and dronkerdes that so
tended the drynke all daye that they could not enclyne to woorke. And in ther
pottes they abused the holy name of God with swearenge, pratinge and
lyenge...defiled ther bodies with filthines ...
(Tawney, II 316-7)
One cannot help but notice a continuation of the image of Langland's "Wastours:'
willfully and gluttonously consuming what others have earned. The orders further call
for the sustenance of the local. worthy poor through the distribution by officials of money
collected weekly to that end. This officially regulated collection and distribution of alms
was aimed at eliminating the abuse of charity by means of anonymity and feigned need.
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since officials could oversee who received relief and where it was given. 18 Legislation
enacted in 1572, for example, approved a "Register Booke conteyninge the Names and
Surnames of all suche aged decayed and ympotent poore People as be within their said
Lymittes and Aucthorities...(so that) the number of the said poore People forced to lyve
uppon Almes be by that meanes truely knowen..." (Tawney, II 330). Of course, this act,
like the Norwich orders and other Poor Laws,19 included with this plan for "tracking" the
worthy poor measures for punishing and, in some instances, "marking" offenders for
means of tracking. According to the 1572 law,
rogues, vagabonds and sturdy beggars ... by means whereof daily happeneth in the
same realm horrible murders, thefts and other great outrages, to the high
displeasure of Amighty God, and to the great annoy of the commonweal. .. (who
are) taken begging in any part of this realm, or taken vagrant wandering and
misordering themselves ... shall be adjudged to be grievously whipped and burnt
through the gristle of the right ear with a hot iron of the compass of an inch
about...(unless taken into service by some "honest" employer) (Prothero, 67-8).
Like the authors of the Petition of 1376, authorities in the sixteenth century
complained that the mobility of the able-bodied lower class enabled the circumvention of
justice. As one Justice of the Peace in Somerset opined, itinerant laborers are prone to
"change both name and habytt and comonly go ynto other sheeres so as no man shall
knowe them" in order to "labor not, and yet. .. spend dobly as myche as the laborer dothe,
... (by lying) Idlely in the ale howses daye and nyght eatinge and drynkynge excessively"
18 Beier also notes that official. legislated regulation of charity gained currency following
the dissolution of the Church. whose centers had traditionally dispensed alms (cr. Beicr.
79).
19 In addition to the "Actc for thc Punishcmcnt of Vacabondes. and for Re1icf of thc
Poorc and Impotcnt" (14 Elizabcth. c. 5). discusscd abovc. sce also "An Actc for thc
Sctting of the Poore on Worke. and for thc :hoyding ofYdelncs" (18 Elizabcth. c. 3).
cnactcd in 1576 (Ta\\llcy. II 331-4) and "An Acte for the Relicfe of the Poorc" and "An
Actc for Punyshmcnt of Rogucs. Vagabondcs and Sturdy Bcggars" (39 Eliz.. c. 3-4). both
passcd in 1597 (Ta\\llcy. II 346-62). This listing is by no mcans exhaustive.
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(Tawney, II 341). This apprehension led authorities to continually look for effective
methods of visibly distinguishing the worthy poor from these wastour-type vagrants, as
the hot iron through the gristle of the ear was intended to do. A statute approved under
James I in 1604, for example, authorized the branding in the left shoulder "with a great
Roman R" so that offenders might not escape "to other parts of the realm where they are
not known" (Prothero, 254).20 John Howes had offered the following more humane but
less permanent system of identification in 1587:
A square of blewe clothe being a quarter every waie, wherein i would have
prynted vpon parchement the Armes of the Cyttie, the name of the partie, the
paryshe, and the pencion which he or shee wekely receaveth, being fastened to the
vpper garment vpon the brest or backe, and the same daylie to weare; and
whensoever they shoulde be founde without this marcke, not only to be sharpelye
punnyshed, but allsoe to loose theire pencyons at the discrecion of the
Governors...(this is) to be forced vpon suche as the churchewardeins and
collectours with other honest men shall suspecte to be gadders and wanderers
abroade... (so that) the cittie will be well cleansed of beggers, Roges and ydell
people. (Tawney, III 426-7)
Clearly, concerns about vagrancy, worries about disorder within the laboring class
and fears of potential threats to communal harmony were common to sixteenth-century
England. Although they were the results of different economic and demographic trends
than had been true in Langland's day. the basic anxieties about and mistrust toward labor
were essentially the same. Many of the steps taken to address the issues were similar,
though there were indeed new developments in efforts to "mark" non-confonning.
20 These and other statutes stipulating penal branding of non-compliant laborers were not
novel to the 16th and Ii h centuries. though the early modems may have been the first to
execute such punishments. Legislation passed in 1361 (34 Edward III. c. 10) threatened
laborers and artificers who left their villages without pennission with the possibility of
branding. hut there are no records of violators actually being branded. Robertson refers
to the 1361 measure as a "relative anomaly" in medie\'al attempts to render "renegade
laborers" more \·isible. See Robertson. 16-1 S.
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vagrant laborers. We observe in the rhetoric of legislation and in the literature of
fourteenth through sixteenth-century England attempts to curtail the anonymity and
mobility of the poor, the pigeonholing of laborers, efforts to "force" the lower class to
provide labor as the authorities see fit by seeking to limit who m~y receive alms and
where, the characterizations of the lower class as filled with vice and prone to sin, and an
intense desire to identify and punish non-conforming offenders.
IV. Autolycus: Elizabethan "Wastour"
William Shakespeare's play The Willler's Tale, like Langland's Piers Plowman,
displays an obsession with questions of order and the uncertainties of appearances,
especially when strangers penetrate the community. Shakespeare, like Langland, is
somewhat critical of the nobility and its vulnerability to the tyrannical abuse of power (as
evidenced in Leontes), but in the end, he too upholds a hierarchy in which a lower class,
believed to be largely void of grace, serves the favored upper class.2I Fears about the
mobile poor, replete with migrant feigners and lazy thieves, pl'rvade Shakespeare's
presentation of one figure in particular. While he enjoys the freedom provided by a
"dangerous" level of anonymity, the figure of Autolycus is a force that disrupts the idyllic
sheepshearers' community, much like the "wastours" who interrupt the plowing of the
half-acre or the vagabonds who populate Ia\\ll1akers ' petitions and statutes to the "Rewyn
and greate distresse" of the commonwealth. Indeed. Autolycus represents a disruptive
force until he ceases to be "masterless" and is made accountable to the mandates of the
21 For additional examples of "the continuity between medieval and early modem
attitudes toward labor" (12), especially toward the lower class as it is represented in early
modem "rogue literature." see Robertson. 183-90.
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hierarchical authorities through the removal of his anonymity. Shakespeare's portrayal of
this figure betrays concerns with mobility and anonymity similar to those we have seen
thus far, and the manner in which the threat of Autolycus is diffused underscores what we
have seen in legislation of the time to be a pervasive belief in the necessity of communal
controls in normalizing non-conformists and reinforcing the established order.22 It is
against this backdrop of what we have now seen to be a continuum of fears about the
mobile poor and their potential for creating disorder that I shall examine the figure of
Autolycus.
Autolycus first enters the idyllic world of the sheepshearers in The Winter's Tale
traveling on the road near the Shepherd's cottage and singing of the season "when
daffodils begin to appear" (lV.iii.I). But the themes of his lyric swiftly turn to theft, ale
and whoring, immediately disrupting the pastoral harmony we anticipate in such a
setting. We soon discover that he is not merely belting out a bawdy tune; he is indeed a
vagrant of the likes of Haukyn. Autolycus is a recently unemployed servant of Prince
Florizel, and now he "wander(s) here and there" (lV.iii.17) leading a life of crime and
sm:
My father named me Autolycus, who being as I am, littered under Mercury, was
likewise a snapper-up of unconsidered trifles. With die and drab, I purchased this
caparison. and my revcnue is the silly cheat..,for the life to come. I sleep out the
thought of it.
(lV.iii.24-8.30-1)
n The tenn "threat" may sccm strong whcn applied to Autolycus. who is. I concede. at
timcs a comic figure. Yct I would arguc that it is his willingness to refonn his ways that
allows us moderns to continue to rcad his charactcr as "comic" and not \'illainous or
unrcpentantly sub\'crsi\'c. Hc is not a Jack Cadc (of King Henry n. Part 2) largely
because hc rc-cnters the fold of acceptable scr\'ice. It is doubtful. in any case. that many
contemporaries \'iewed Autolycus as a comic figure. Sec. for instance. -Simon Fonnan's
comments about Autolycus (page 44 below).
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Shakespeare does not give the details of how Autolycus came to be unemployed, but the
playwright makes it patently clear that Autolycus is not leading a licit life. Like the other
vagrants we have seen thus far, he consumes what others win, he leads a life of self-
indulgent sin, and he loses no sleep over it. He epitomizes, in fact, one of the "strong
thieves" of whom the medieval petitioners and early modern leaders were so frightened.
Following this introduction, Autolycus spies the approach of the Shepherd's son
and recognizes an opportunity to line his own pockets. Employing a clever stratagem, he
adopts the persona of a gentleman who has been robbed, in order to deceive the
unsuspecting Clown. He cries:
Oh help me, help me; pluck but off these rags; and then, death, death! ...
Oh sir, the loathsomeness of them offends me more than the stripes I have
received, which are mighty ones and millions...
1am robbed, sir, and beaten; my money and apparel ta'en from me, and these
detestable things put upon me.
(lV.iii.53-4, 57-9,62-4)
Autolycus abuses the very signs of poverty, transforming them into what they are not in
the hopes of convincing the Clown that he is one of those "broken in here membres" and
"yfalle in meschief' (Piers C, IX 177,179). Moreover, like the "faitours" in the "half
acre" scene or the "false beggars" who seem to run rampant in the social landscape
depicted in the Petition. Autolycus feigns physical disability. further preying on the
Clo\\11's charity: "Oh. good sir. softly. good sir: I fear. sir, my shoulder blade is ouf'
(IV.iii. 73_4).23
23 Feigning illness or injury by this time was considered a common ploy offalse
mendicants. In his "Caueat for Commen C\Tsetors" (1567). Thomas Hannan describes
"pallyards" as those who "wiI either lay to their legs an herb called Sperewort. eyther
Arsnicke. which is called Ratesbane" and "counterfeit cranks" as "beggars who pretended
to ha\'c thc falling sickness" (Ta\\11ey. III 407 and 412). Likewise. "An Acte for
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Autolycus is thus the realization of an issue which plagues Langland and later
Englishmen. The "signs" of need are present, but through dramatic irony we know that
he is actually unworthy of any aid. Although Autolycus refuses the Clown's offer of
alms, and that only because he has already picked his pocket, he still puts the community
in jeopardy and steals not simply from the Clown, but also from the truly needy:
For he that beggeth or bit, but ifhe have nede,
He is fals with the feend and defraudeth the nedy,
And also he gileth the gyvere ageynes his wille;
For ifhe wiste he were noght nedy he wolde yyve that another
That were moore nedyer than he-so the nedieste sholde be holpe.
(Piers B, VII 66-71 )24
The Clown's ability, however, to discern who is "nedieste" by following Langland's
advice as we see it in the C-text is complicated to the point of impossibility by
Autolycus' mobility anyway. The Clown has clearly heard of Autolycus, who "haunts
wakes, fairs, and bear-baitings" (IV.iii.1 04), but the Clown does not know him
personally, for he is not a neighbor. Autolycus is shown to be a thief whose mobility
precludes a true evaluation of need, enabling him to take from the simple that which he
has not earned.25
I would like to offer one final note about this scene before continuing. While the
parallels are admittedly not completely without difference-the CIO\\l1' s family has funds
Punyshment of Rogues. Vagabondes and Sturdy Beggars" 1597 (39 Eliz., c. 4). included
among those listed as rogues "all such persons as shall wander abroade begging
~retcnding losscs by Fyrc or otherwysc" (Ta\\11ey. II 355).
~4 Bcicr notcs that during thc pcriod of transition undcr discussion in this cssay. thc
thcory gaincd incrcasing currcncy that feigners "dcceived alms-givers. took relief that thc
gcnuinc poor nccdcd. and so wcrc no bcttcr than thicves" (Beicr. 4-5).
!5 It should bc notcd hcrc that Shakcspcare oftcn displays a dccp concern with issucs of
appearancc vcrsus rcality. in gencral. cvcn when outsidcrs are not involvcd. The upper
class is not abovc mistakcs in this rcgard. as cvidcnced in Lcontcs' crroncous conclusions
about Hcnllionc's fidelity.
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which, at least partially, were found with the abandoned infant and were, therefore, not
exactly earned; and Autolycus seems also to have worked, however briefly, on the right
side of the law-the language which Shakespeare employs in characterizing the vagrant
Autolycus bears an undeniable similarity to the language used by Langland to describe
those who will neither receive support from Piers the Plowman nor enter heaven.
Autolycus, who has squandered his money "with die and drab," joins the company of
"Danyel the Dees-pleyere and Denote the Baude...And Robyn the Ribaudour" (Piers B,
VI 71 and 73) whose names will be blotted out of the Book of Life. Similarly,
Autolycus, the former "ape-bearer" (lV.iii.96) with a "pugging tooth," represents a
conflation of the "kuttepurs" and the "apeward" who admit to having no kin residing with
Truthe (cf. Piers B, V 630-1). Autolycus is clearly not the ideal worker who reports to
the market towns with his "tools openly in (his) hands," for he has had several trades.
Shakespeare's seemingly insignificant mention of one of those occupations, his ape-
bearing, even disregarding the other similarities in terminology, suggests a way of
viewing Autolycus which would place him squarely among the wasters who threaten the
Plowman's ideal system of subservient workers patiently persevering in close knit,
charitable communities.
In his ensuing appearance at the sheepshearers' festival. Autolycus once again
represents a disruptive force, this time bringing the wicked world of commodity into the
pastoral scene as minstrel. peddler and thief. The bawdy songs which he perfonns to
gain entrance to the feast and later sells provide a direct contrast to the courtly love of
Perdita and Florize!. His songs are not high art. but are filled rather "with such delicate
burdens of dildos and fadings: 'Jump her. and thump her'" (lV.iv.194-6). It is telling that
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\the servant announcing him does not recognize the moral inappropriateness of his songs,
for this indeed reveals a danger Langland believes is presented by such minstrels, who
subtly "entice men thorugh hir tales to synne and harlotrie" (Piers B, XIII 431 ).26
To a large degree, the mere presence of Autolycus transforms the very nature of
the sheepshearers' feast. His marketing and lurpiloquio, as Langland might claim,
remove the feast's idyllic qualities so that it becomes "Luciferis feste" (Piers B, XIIl
455). Whereas Perdita, who represents innocence and truth, welcomes her guests to the
feast by freely distributing flowers as humble, natural adornments, Autolycus enters
hawking fabricated symbols of vanity and status:
Masks for faces, and for noses,
Bugle-bracelet, necklace-amber,
Perfume for a lady's chamber;
Golden quoifs and stomachers
For my lads to give their dears ...
(lV.iv.223-7)
His wares, stolen and counterfeit ones at that, displace true signs of love and undercut the
very fabric of community by engendering desires for unnecessary items and by subtly
reinforcing impatience in one's social position.27 He sings to lowly shepherdesses, but
Autolycus dangles before them the possibility of becoming "ladies" by purchasing his
26 Langland's position seems to have been officially accepted. The "Acte for the
Punishement of Vacabondes. and for Relief of the Poore and Impotent" 1572. (14 Eliz.,
c. 5) includes minstrels (lacking patronage), peddlers and petty chapmen. all of which
apply to Autolycus. as unlawful occupations in the classification of rogues. vagabonds
and sturdy beggars. The act's framers assert that such persons lead a "lewde maner of
Lyef' (Ta\\lley. II 328). For historical examples of the "criminal" stature of ballad
sellers and singers. see also Beier. 96-8.
27 Stephen Gre-enblatt notes that "conspicuous consumption that was tolerated. even
admired. in the aristocratic elite was denounced as sinful and monstrous in less exalted
social circlcs" (Grecnblatt. 5). Sce also notc 10 abovc for commcnts on thc sumptuary
laws aimed at maintaining distinctions among social classes.
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perfume. The peddler, in singing over his items "as they were gods or goddesses"
(lV.iv.209-1O), creates, as it were, a new religion of the market economy: "They throng
who should buy first, as if my trinkets had been hallowed, and brought a benediction to
the buyer" (lV.iv.604-6). Like Haukyn and Coveitise, Autolycus jeopardizes his own
soul 'through his deceptive practices in the market place, certainly, but he proves an equal
threat to the community which admits him because he causes its members to stumble,
too, by pursuing covetous and idolatrous desires.
In addition, just as the false merchants who are excluded from Piers' pardon
"swere 'by hir soule' and 'so God moste hem helpe' / Ayein clene Conscience, hir catel
to selle" (Piers B, VII 21-2), Autolycus repeatedly gives false proof of the authenticity of
his goods to spur sales:
AUlO/YCIIS. The ballad is very pitiful, and as true.
Dorcas. Is it true too, think you?
AlIto/ycIIS. Five justices' hands at it, and witnesses more than my pack will hold.
C10Wll. Lay it by too; another.
(IV.iv.282-7)
Yet there are no effective communal or even legal checks to curtail his shady practices.
since Autolycus is gone before anyone can realize (if he ever does) that he has been had.
This problem is compounded by the fact that Autolycus. mobile as he is, is free at any
point to enter the community again. unrecognized because of disguise. to beguile the
people again and make of "Trust...a very simple gentleman" (lV.iv.600).2S
28 La\\111akers at least attempted to prevent anonymity \\'ithin the market place for this
very reason. "An Acte to avoyde Horse stealinge" (31 Eliz.. c. 12) was effected because
'lwrstealinge (was) growen so comon' that they were showing up in 'fayres or marketts
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It is important to note that Autolycus ceases to be a threat when, in the words of
the "Petition against Vagrants," he shows himself "willing to submit. ..and serve (his)
neighbours according to the form" deemed acceptable by the ruling authorities (Dobson,
74). Like Haukyn, Autolycus humbles himself in the end and seeks favor and
advancement, not through his own actions, but through the "acceptable" channel of
service. Remarkably, Shakespeare shows Autolycus amending his life by submitting to
the Clown and the Shepherd, newly made "gentlemen," even though we may find their
advancement particularly absurd. However, as we have seen with the ideals of the
plowmen, the "moral" role of the working class, it would seem, is to patiently accept a
submissive position, regardless of what inadequacies may exist in the ruling class. The
essence of his "reformation" unfolds in the following:
Clown. Give me the lie, do; and try whether I am not now a gentleman born.
AIIIO/yClIs. I know you are now, sir, a gentleman born... .I humbly beseech you, sir,
to pardon me all the faults I have committed to your worship, and to give
me your good report to the Prince, my master...
Clown. Thou wilt amend thy life?
AIIIO/YCIIS. Ay, an it like your good worship...
Clown. I would thou wouldst be a tall fellow of thy hands.
farr distant from the O\\l1er" (Drayton. 339). The law insisted that the seller be personally
knO\\ll to an officer of the market or to one who could vouch for him. and that the seller's
name and place of residence be recorded in a book kept for the sale of horses. Likewise.
in 1598 the Justices of the Peace in Essex limited how and where peddlers could do
business in an effort to maintain communal controls over fair market practices. The JPs
declared that peddlers and petty chapmen "maye goe to their usuall i\farkettes or Fayers
the direct waye. not opening or shewing their wares by the wayc. And returnyng within
the space of fower daycs next attcr their going forthe at their pcrilles. othcrwise to be
rcputcd as \\'andering pcrsons within thc Compassc ofthc lawc" (Ta\\llcy. II 364).
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Autolycus. I will prove so, sir, to my power.
Clown. ...Come, follow us; we'll be thy good masters.
(V.ii.141-4, 158-61,164-5,178-80,185-6)
It is, of course, doubtful that they will be "good" masters at all, for their
understanding of what it is to be a gentleman is clearly flawed. Yet their very inability to
play the parts of nobles underscores what we are led to believe are the superiority of the
nobility and the appropriateness of social distinctions. The Clown, the Shepherd and
Autolycus present us with foils of Perdita, who stands out in The Winter's Tale as the
exemplar of innate noble grace. Perdita has been raised by the Shepherd, but we are told
repeatedly that "nothing she does or seems / But smacks of something greater than
herself, / Too noble for this place" (lV.iv.157-9).
Upon close inspection, it is evident that, aside from the incessant commentary of
other characters about how she is "forward of her breeding" (lV.iv.584), Perdita displays
only one characteristic which sets her apart from the shepherds around her-she is
accepting of her lowly position to the point of self-denial. Like the Crede' s Peres,
Perdita, believing herself base-born. acts as a mouthpiece for the values of the aristocracy
and advocates the propriety of social distinction. It is Perdita, for instance, who warns
Florizel of the ultimate impossibility of their romance. supposing herself to be a mere
commoner. and it is she who argues indirectly agaimt her 0\\11 match with the prince by
rejecting the acceptability of cross-breeding flowers. asserting instead that the nobility of
the pure carnation should bc kept scparate from the strcaked gillyYors. "Nature's
bastards" (cf. IV.iy.79-103). This gardening analogy seryes latcr to reinforce the notion
that shc as a noble is by nature superior to those who raised her. but her position on the
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matter while she believes herself to be of the lower class shows a level of patience in her
lower class status which we have already seen is lacking in the likes of the Clown and
Autolycus. As Florizel points out, she does not prize "trifles" and material symbols of
status as do those who flock to buy Autolycus' wares. Perdita, in sharp contrast, does not
actively seek her own advancement, and she is willing to terminate the relationship with
Florizel, though she will mourn the loss of love, in order to conform to the ideology of
the ruling class:
Will 't please you, sir, be gone?
I told you what would come of this. Beseech you,
Of your own state take care: this dream of mine
Being now awake, I'll queen it no inch farther,
But milk my ewes, and weep.
(lV.iv.450-4)
Shakespeare depicts her as all the more noble because she accepts her position as a
laborer in husbandry even though she is actually noble-born and, by the laws of Nature,
deserves better.
Shakespeare's treatment of Autolycus and of Perdita, then, represents only one
portion of a continuing tradition in which the divinely appointed, superior noble class is
supported while the inferiority of the laboring class is affimled. The representation of the
nobility as inherently "graced" by God and Nature may find new voice and foml in The
Winter '.'I Tale, but it certainly does not deviate from the ideological framework of Piers
Plowman or Pierce the Ploughman's Crede. The sheepshearers' feast. like the medieval
depictions of the poor. briefly exalts the world of labor. But this quickly fades. and it is.
in fact. difticult to find in Shakespcarc's play any description ofthc lowcr class which
reflccts even a modicum of the praise with which wc bcgan our cvaluation of thc works
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of the late fourteenth century. What remains on the surface of The Winter's Tale are
primarily the perpetuated fears of the hierarchical rulers with regard to the mobility, both
physically and socially, of a lower class which they believe to be bereft of grace. Simon
Forman's review of the 1611 production at the Globe, in which the following is the only
description of the lower class characters in the play, perhaps shows best how The
Winter's Tale was received by some of Shakespeare's contemporaries and how effective
rhetoric can be, even when legislation is not. Forman writes:
Remember also the Rogue that came in all tattered like coIl pixci, and how he
feigned him sick and to have been robbed of all that he had, and how he cozened
the poor man of all his money, and after came to the sheep-shear with a peddler's
pack, and there cozened them again of all their money...Beware of trusting
feigned beggars or fawning fellows. (Winter's Tale, 179)
Though Shakespeare gives voice to widespread fears of a mobile lower class, one
must nevertheless pause to consider whether the playwright does not seek to transcend
the prevailing rhetoric. Indeed, the years around 1600 witnessed an increase in
unemployment and vagabondage (McIntosh 3, 23; Beier, 31), and clearly The Winter's
Tale was first performed at a time when pejorative sentiments about the lower class were
predominant. However, though changes in the regulations of how alms were distributed
and negative views of the mobile poor led many to reject indiscriminate charity. some of
Shakespeare's contemporaries did indeed espouse personal charity regardless of the
worthiness of the recipient (McIntosh, 195, 208).29 and I would argue that Shakespeare.
29 In spite of laws prohibiting such actions. somc residents did. in fact. givc alms at their
doors. Robert Crowley. for instance. urged in 1550: "1'ct cesse not to gyuc to all.
w~1houte anye regardc: I Thoughc the beggers bc wicked. thou shaltc hauc thy rewardc"
(Ta\\11ey. III 406). Edward Hext. in opposition to such thought. complaincd in 1596 of
"inhabitants that rclcvc thcm (thc wandcring poor) contrary to thc lawc" (Ta\\11cy. II 344)
and furthcr enablc bcggars.
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too, promotes indiscriminate charity in The Winter's Tale. To be sure, Autolycus
embodies the multifaceted "dangers" of the itinerant (and largely unworthy) poor and
reveals the deep-seated fears engendered by such "sinful" figures within the larger
community, but are not the Clown and the Shepherd ultimately rewarded for practicing
indiscriminate charity? They are made rich by taking in the abandoned child, a figure
obviously worthy of charity, but they are also rewarded in the end for allowing
Autolycus, the "dangerous" element and unworthy recipient of charity, access to their
community. The Clown first gives Autolycus a foothold by playing the Good Samaritan
to the "injured" traveler and by informing him of the upcoming sheep-shearers' feast
(lV.iii.119-26). Later, it is the Clown who welcomes Autolycus the peddler of bawdy
songs into the community (lV.iv.18?). His seemingly poor decisions are nonetheless
rewarded when this "dangerous" element is used providentially to reveal the truth about
Perdita's origins and to drop preferment upon the Clown and his father, even in despite of
the rogue's intentions to the contrary (cf. V.ii.I2I-34). In The Winter's Tale
Shakespeare, like Langland's Piers in the "plowing of the half acre" episode, seems
unwilling to write off his "blody bretheren" simply because they do not merit sympathy
through their actions, or simply because they are bereft of grace "by nature". He upholds
the negative view of the lower class found in the ideological discourses of his day,
certainly, but the playwright does not reject the need to behave charitably toward the
poverty-stricken. whether they have brought poverty upon themselves or no, In fact.
Shakespeare shows charitable actions eventually functioning for the good of all invol\'Cd.
The figure of Autolycus, indicative of pernsive perceptions of a "icc-ridden.
decepti\'e and dangerously mobile lower class, finds its roots in the "Wastour" of the
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Middle Ages, as does the frustration of trying to determine true need whenever such
characters are present in the community. The tensions we see in the late medieval
through early modem periods between the general mistrust of the working class, prone to
sloth, gluttony and fraudulence in begging, and questions of personal, Christian charity
are encapsulated nicely in Shakespeare's treatment of his colorful rogue. In spite of a
general shift away from indiscriminate charity toward figures like Autolycus during his
time, it seems clear that Shakespeare supports acts of wholesale kindness toward the
mobile lower class, in spite of its putative lack of merit.
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